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Submit Your Paper Using The NEW JGS Submission System
The editors of Journal of the Geological Society are pleased to announce that we are now accepting
submissions to our new site on Editorial Manager. The transfer to this new site is the first step in
streamlining the peer review and production processes for JGS authors. Other journals and books within
the GSL portfolio will transition to Editorial Manager throughout 2016.
If you are not familiar with Editorial Manager, please take a look and create an account with JGS. Please
contact JGS if you have any questions about any current or future submissions.
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Why Use An ORCID ID?
ORCID is a non-profit organization providing unique identifiers for researchers. The main benefit is that it
avoids confusion between authors with the same names. It is possible to register in submission systems
using ORCID iDs without having to enter your details. As it becomes more common, you will be able to
update your details in any submission system using ORCID iDs by simply updating your ORCID record.
Anyone can register and there are no charges involved. We encourage you to register with ORCID. If you are
planning to submit a paper soon, you can do that through the new GSL JGS submission system (see news
item above).
Visit the ORCID website for more information
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Introducing the new GSL Collection - Sinkholes: Ground
subsidence and collapse problems
GSL are pleased to bring you news of our new Sinkholes Collection. This
selection of papers provides an interesting and varied international overview of
ground subsidence and collapse problems.
Click here to view the collection
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Winner of the JGS Photo Competition
Journal of Geological Society is pleased to announce the winner of our cover photo
competition! Nigel Woodcock, of the University of Cambridge, won with his image of thin
bedded turbidites. Nigel received a Special Publication of his choice for his winning entry.
We would like to thank everyone who entered the competition; there were some fantastic
images and it was very difficult to choose between them.
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Top Tips From the Production Team

This month we’re looking at preparing illustrations for all our GSL publications. We’ve
given you a few top tips in earlier author newsletters and are now pleased to be able to
say that we’ve finished updating our guidelines for producing figures. You can find all the
information you need in PDF format at Illustrations guidelines on our website.
The guidelines will advise you on our preferred formats (eps, tiff or pdf) and we give you
step-by-step instructions on how to save your graphics files in one of these three
formats. We also cover the best resolution (300, 600 and 1200 dpi) if you’re supplying
tiffs and recommend that you save any colour files as RGB rather than CMYK files.
You’ll find all the details you need about page sizes of our journals and books plus tips
on labelling, shading and producing colour v. black-and-white figures.
We value your feedback, so do please let us know if you feel any information is missing.
Good luck with producing your figures!
The Production Team
We hope you find Top Tips helpful if you have any feedback or wish to discuss any
of the Top Tips further, please contact us by email
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Where Can You Share Your Paper?
When posting your GSL article or chapter to websites or servers that are publicly accessible, such as
ResearchGate.net, Academia.edu and other content sharing websites, please do not post:

1. Proof PDFs
2. Final version PDFs
3. Downloaded PDFs

But please do post these, along with a link to the online abstract:

1. Original, pre-peer review manuscripts immediately
2. Accepted manuscripts 12 months after publication
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Reference Lists and Discoverability
When reading an online journal article, you can easily link from an item in the reference list to the original
published article using the hyperlinks within the list such as 'CrossRef', Google Scholar, etc. see screenshot.
Sometimes, however, the hyperlinks are not present due to small errors in the reference listing. Publishers
edit references for style and missing information, but they rely on authors and reference manager tools to
iron out these errors.
One way to ensure that the hyperlinks appear is to include the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) of the item
being referenced at the end of the reference. DOIs can be found within the PDF and html versions of the
published article, however, most reference management tools automatically insert DOIs. You can also find
DOIs by visiting www.crossref.org: a handy video on how this works is on youtube.
In order to add a DOI to the end of a reference, you would insert http://doi.org/ before the DOI. For example
the DOI ‘10.1044/jgs2015-024’ would be listed as http://doi.org/10.1044/jgs2015-024
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The most downloaded articles from the Lyell Collection and GSW in September
The most downloaded article in October in the Journal of the Geological Society was:
Peter Van Roy, Derek E. G. Briggs, Robert R. Gaines, The Fezouata fossils of Morocco; an
extraordinary record of marine life in the Early Ordovician, Aug 25, 2015; 172: 541-549.
Top 5 most downloaded article in Lyell in October
Downloaded 299 times

The most downloaded article in October in the Journal of Micropalaeontology was:
Alice E. Kennedy, Angela L. Coe, Development of the freeze-thaw processing technique for
disaggregation of indurated mudrocks and enhanced recovery of calcareous microfossils, Sep
30, 2014; 33: 193-203.
Downloaded 58 times

The most downloaded article in October in Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment,
Analysis was:
Gwendy E.M. Hall, Graeme F. Bonham-Carter, Angelina Buchar, Evaluation of portable X-ray
fluorescence (pXRF) in exploration and mining: Phase 1, control reference materials,
Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment, Analysis May 28, 2014; 14: 99-123.
Top 5 Most downloaded article in Lyell in October
Downloaded 54 times
The most downloaded article in October in the Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology and
Hydrogeology was:
William Robert Dearman, Peter George Fookes, Engineering geological mapping for civil
engineering practice in the United Kingdom, Aug 01, 1974; 7: 223-256.
Downloaded 1,125 times

The most downloaded article in October in Petroleum Geoscience was:
L. S. Williams, R. Newbould, Introduction to the North Falkland Basin revisited: exploration
and appraisal of the Sea Lion Field, Jul 07, 2015; 21: 83-84.
Top 5 Most downloaded article in Lyell in October
Downloaded 812 times

The most downloaded article in October in the Scottish Journal of Geology was:
R. Nowell Donovan, Lacustrine cycles, fish ecology and stratigraphic zonation in the Middle
Devonian of Caithness, Scottish Journal of Geology Jun 01, 1980; 16: 35-50.
Top 5 Most downloaded article in Lyell in October
Downloaded 101 times

The most downloaded article in October in the Proceedings of the Yorkshire Geological
Society was:
J. H. Powell, Jurassic sedimentation in the Cleveland Basin: a review, May 01, 2010; 58: 2172
Downloaded 100 times

The most downloaded article in October in Special Publications was:
R. A. Jamieson, C. Beaumont, P. Fullsack, B. Lee, Barrovian regional metamorphism:
where's the heat? Jan 01, 1998; 138: 23-51.
Downloaded 550 times

The most downloaded article in October in Memoirs was:
V. Sword-Daniels, T. M. Wilson, S. Sargeant, T. Rossetto, J. Twigg, D. M. Johnston, S. C.
Loughlin, P. D. Cole, Chapter 26 Consequences of long-term volcanic activity for essential

services in Montserrat: challenges, adaptations and resilience, Jan 01, 2014; 39: 471-488.
Downloaded 124 times
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Recent Publishing Highlights:

New! Industrial Structural Geology: Principles, Techniques and
Integration
Edited by F.L. Richards, N.J. Richardson, S.J. Rippington, R.W. Wilson and C.E.
Bond
SP421 | Published October 2015 | 267 Pages | Hardback
The practical application of structural geology in industry is varied and diverse; it
is relevant at all scales, from plate-wide screening of new exploration areas down
to fluid-flow behaviour along individual fractures. From an industry perspective,
good structural practice is essential since it feeds...read more

View in Lyell

New! Rock Deformation from Field, Experiments and Theory: A
Volume in Honour of Ernie Rutter
Edited by D.R. Faulkner, E. Mariani and J. Mecklenburgh
SP409 | Published October 2015 | 277 Pages | Hardback
Ernie Rutter has made, and continues to make, a significant impact in the field of
rock deformation. He has studied brittle and plastic deformation processes that
occur within both the oceanic and continental crust, as well as other key
properties such as the permeability and seismic velocities of these rocks. His
approach has been one that integrates field observations, laboratory experiments

View in Lyell

and theoretical analyses. This volume celebrates Ernie's...read more
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Rock Deformation from Field, Experiments and
Theory: A Volume in Honour of Ernie Rutter
On 17 November, our Chief Books Editor, Rick Law was pleased to
present Ernie Rutter with a copy of Special Publication 409, which
is dedicated to him. The volume celebrates Ernie's key
contribution to rock deformation and structural geology.
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Dates For Your Diary
The Geological Society will be exhibiting at the following conferences in
2015, do come along to our booth to browse our range of titles, special
offers and enter our competitions!
AGU, 14-17 December, San Francisco, USA
Geological Society Events are also hosted at our headquarters in
Burlington House, London, UK throughout the year.
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Useful contact details and links
Subscribe to our bookshop and/or Society newsletters
Our latest catalogues
Lyell Collection FAQs
Feel free to contact us if you've a query on your article that's in production:
Jo Armstrong (books) jo.armstrong@geolsoc.org.uk
Helen Floyd-Walker (QJEGH and books) helen.floyd-walker@geolsoc.org.uk

Sarah Gibbs (JMicro) sarah.gibbs@geolsoc.org.uk
Sally Oberst (PG and SJG) sally.oberst@geolsoc.org.uk
Jess Pollitt (GEEA, PYGS and books) jessica.pollitt@geolsoc.org.uk
Patricia Pantos (JGS) patricia.pantos@geolsoc.org.uk
Geological Society Publishing House
Unit 7 Brassmill Enterprise Centre
Brassmill Lane
Bath
BA1 3JN
Tel: +44 (0)1225 445046
Fax: +44 (0)1225 442836

The Publishing House mailing list... If you would like to unsubscribe from this email, click on the link below. If you receive the main Society newsletter,
unsubscribing from this mailing list won't unsubscribe you from the Society newsletter.
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